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XXX Trivia '09
Question Book

KVSC Trivia - Team Scores thru Hour 50
Rank Team Name
1 Stefan's Dream X: Stefan Always Comes 2nd

Total Score

14,210

Team Headguarters

St. Cloud, MN
St. Cloud, MN

2 Stimulus Package
3 Learned Pigs & Fireproof Women

13,S70
13,065

4 Pull-start Diesel
S Sigma Phi Nothing

12,735
12,llS

St. Cloud, MN
St. Cloud, MN

6 Voodoo Dolls
7 Feelin' Comfortable
8 Meyer Meyer Pants on Fire

11,950

St. Cloud, MN

St. Cloud, MN

11,450

St. Cloud, MN

10,965

St. Joseph, MN

9 SteimRollin' Tupperware Party
10 Loosemeat Sandwiches

10,945
10,900

Sauk Rapids, MN

11 Neo-Maxi Zoomdweebies

10,890
10,825

Minneapolis, MN
Sauk Rapids, MN

13 House of Insanity
14 D. 0 . A Hole: That's What She Said
15 Panties Waay Too Tight

10,675

Waite Park, MN
St. Cloud, MN

10,590
10,545

Sartell, MN
St. Cloud, MN

16 Non essential Government Workers
17 Nuyorican Poets Soiree

10,325
10,280

Sauk Rapids, MN

18 I Wanna Hold Your Spam
19 Our Boob Tube is Sexxxier Than Yours
20 Festivus For The Rest of Us

10,000
9,920
9,880

Minneapolis, MN
Burnsville, MN

12 LDEs Tainted Love

21 Candygram for Mongo
22 Redneck Zombie Mofos
23 Trouble Among The Cheerleaders

9,760

St. Paul, MN
Cold Spring, MN

St. Cloud, MN
Hutchinson, MN

9,555
9,355
9,305
9,185

St. Cloud, MN
Eagan, MN
Minneapolis, MN

9,125

St. Joseph, MN

28 Tea Bag in a Cowbell

9,110
8,770

St. Cloud, MN
Waukesha, WI

29 Knee Deep in Theses!
30 Case of Brewskies

8,700
8,640

lthica, NY
Robbinsdale, MN

31 No Static At All
32 Nancy Drew & The Hardy Boys

8,580

New Brighton, MN

33 Choose Your Own Adventure
34 ET: 30 Inches of Trivia Lovin
35 What's That? HAM? ... Ladies

8,550
8,430
8,390
8,370

St. Cloud, MN
Brooklyn Park, MN
St. Cloud, MN

36
37
38
39
40

Enjoy The man Explo sion !
Bad For Morale
A Few Screws Loose
The Alpha Geekinati
Nitsy's Kids ... Gone Wild!

8,345
8,340
8,335
8,185
8,135

St. Cloud, MN
St. Paul, MN
Sauk Rapids, MN
Eden Prairie, MN
St. Cloud, MN

41
42
43
44
45

Apples to Implants
The Cuban Reefer Pirates
House and Wil so n Make a Porno (Tied)
Shamelessly Nameless (Tied)
DOD: The Team With The Triple D's

7,665
7,535
7,380
7,380
7,355

Minneapolis, MN
Roseville, MN
Sauk Rapids, MN
Hastings, MN
Vernon Center, MN

24 Porcupine Petting Zoo
25 Uranus and the Tunnel of Love
26 Donut Repair Club Rej ects
27 What Would Scooby Doo With Those Meddlin' Kids

Lakeville, MN

~

Rank Team Name

46 Poppins at the Love Shack

Total Score

Team Headguarters

7,295
7,225

Waite Park, MN

7,020
6,810
6,785

Maple Grove, MN
Avon, MN
Columbus, OH

53 Romulus Can't Reamus

6,640
6,565
6,520

Waite Park, MN
Litchfield, MN
St. Cloud, MN

54 Gotta Love Those Buttcheeks
55 Happines is a Penguin and Frog Trivia Team

6,385
6,370

Burtrum, MN
St. Cloud, MN

56 Preaching to the Perverted

6,135
5,980

Sartell, MN
Somerville, MA

5,855
5,175
5,135

Ogilvie, MN
St. Cloud, MN
Plover, WI
Wisconsin Rapids, WI

63 GBCRE Trivia Enhancement Biggr each yr

4,900
4,865
4,795

64 Benny Mandelbrot Posse
65 Got Monkey

4,685
4,630

66 Instant Karma
67 Rich Corinthian Leather Remnants

4,595

47 Pill Poppin' Grannies
48 The Chairleg of Truth
49 Upward Thrust
50 Some Assembly Required
51 That's What She Said
52 lch Liebe Dich !

57 Super Heroes in Training
58 Pirates of the Cranium
59 It's Okay, I've Got Glaucoma
60 The Dead Girls
61 Norm's Stool
62 Apature Science Lab Tech's

St. Cloud, MN

St. Cloud, MN
St. Cloud, MN
St. Cloud, MN
Stevens Point, WI
Sauk Rapids, MN
Sartell, MN

68 Saint Cloud Jaycees

4,565
4,355

69 Far Que • Our Name Got Denied!
70 Who 's Jebus?

4,265
3,725

St. Cloud, MN
Sauk Rapid s, MN
Sauk Rapids, MN

71 The Force
72 Freaks & Geeks: rated PG
73 Pale White Girls

3,330

St. Cloud, MN

3,095
2,130

74 DA Fillet Show
75 HOH : Back to Basics

1,925
1,555

Duluth, MN
New London, MN
Hibbing, MN
Stevens Point, WI

76 CDO

810

Th ere were 486 Questions asked,
wo rth a total of 17945 points

Sartell, MN

KVSC Trivia 2009 - Questions for Hour I

30 points

59.21%

Question: (ON AIR: AUDIO #6800) Students and faculty from St. Cloud State University were
part of a remarkable journey to Europe last year to present the oratorio "To Be Certain
of the Dawn." The oratorio pays tribute to those who lost their lives in the Holocaust
and honors survivors and their descendants. Last fall , many of the same students and
faculty gathered once again to commemorate the anniversary of a significant historical
event. Please tell us what historical event was recognized at St. C loud State University
last fa ll.
Answer: Kristallnacht (ON AIR: AUDIO #6801)

96.05%

2

10 points

Question: A bee has to tap roughly 2 million of these to make a pound of honey. What are they?
Answer: flowers

68.42%

3

20 points

Question: "If you want to go on national TV and shred someone's career to pieces you have the
right to," according to this geriatric squ irrel. If you do so, what is the one thing you
shouldn't do?
Answer: "Don't go listing your address in the phone book"

93 .42%

4

45 points

Question: In the Engli sh version of this story, the first time Kimba meets this young lioness he
finds out her parents were killed by hunters. Kimba takes a liking to this spunky young
lioness, as does an older lion named Claw. Please give us the name of this lioness.
Answer: Kitty

6.58%

5

30 points

Question: According to this Baker's Dipping Chocolate ad, the directions for using this product
had 4 steps. Step one, Melt in the Microwave. What are steps 2, 3 and 4?
Answer: (2) Dip, (3) Dip, (4) Dip

61 .84%

6

60 points

Question: This band's debut album was a live performance at the Roxy Theater in Hollywood.
Though the band later released albums with Warner Brothers and Capitol Records, they
insisted on releasing their first with an independent label. Name the label and the band.
Answer: XXX OR Triple X, Jane's Addiction

19.74%

7

30 points

Question: Francis X. Bushlad was told to choose from one of three tasks and complete it in order,
to achieve manhood. He chose to capture a Tazmanian devil. Please tell us what his
other two options were.
Answer: Perform a hostile takeover of a Fortune 500 company, Accumulate a portfolio of start
of net yield of 36% per annum

44.74%

8

40 points

Question: VISUAL TR1VlA #01 Please tell us where you would find this handmade whiskey
barrel sink.
Answer: Brad Paisleys bathroom

97.37%

9

15 points

Question: Who was the first Roman Catholic pontiff to visit a communist ruled country?
Answer: John Paul ll

KVSC Trivia 2009 - Questions for Hour 2

35.53%

75 points

Question: In Sparky's book, "Your Dog Plays Hockey," the dog winds up in the hospital because,
according to his story, he was tripped by Wayne Gretzky. His owner did some checking
and found out what really happened at the ice arena. Please give us the name of the dog
and tell us what really did happen.
Answer: Snoopy, "Waitress at the coffee shop tripped him"

90.79%

2

10 points

Question: Bulgaria's coast is located on what sea?
Answer: Black Sea

86.84%

3

20 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6767 What contest is the speaker participating in?
Answer: Rites of Manhood

1.32%

4

35 points

Question: In this creepy commercial we see a sign proclaiming "Now Showing: Netflix" inside of
a woman's head. ln both her head and on the screen she is watching, we see a movie
being projected. What is the name of the movie being shown?
Answer: (National Lampoons) European Vacation

93.42%

5

20 points

Question: George Hay, the first announcer on the Grand Ole Opry radio show, always started the
show by blowing on a steam boat whistle. What did he affectionately call the whistle?
Answer: hushpuckena

81 .58%

6

60 points

Question: Star Wars Episode II Cereal had 2 collector boxes. On the back of each was an
adventure game. In the 4 comers of each box was a planet. Please give us the name of
the planets on both game boards.
Answer: Naboo, Tatooine, Endor, Hoth, Coruscant, Geonosis

77.63%

7

20 points

Question: Before he was bested by a Canadian, what television character had the high score on
FQ, having caught the biggest freshwater video fish ever? First and last name please.
Answer: Marshall Eriksen

2.63%

8

30 points

Question: In earlier Trivia Years, Al Neff was challenged by Bravo Burrito to eat a burrito of
nothing but hot peppers. What special name did they give this dangerous food?
Answer: Burrito of Internal Damnation

97.37%

9

10 points

Question: When Robert Scott reached this place, he said "good God! What an awful place." He
could have been referring to Minnesota in January, but has wasn't. Where was he
referring to?
Answer: South Pole

KVSC Trivia 2009 - Questions for Hour 3

75 points

60.53%

Question: VISUAL TRIVIA #29 This happy dancing robot appeared on T shirts of workers who
stopped googling long enough to attend their company party in 2002. What is the name
that appears on the chest of this dancing fool?
Answer: Google Bot

89.47%

2

10 points

Question: Whose song "The All American Boy" was incorrectly attributed to Bill Parsons?
Answer: Bobby Bare

27.63%

3

20 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6741 What was this man the first professional athlete to do?
Answer: He was the first NHL player to be African American

61.84%

4

40 points

Question: At the end of"The Lonesome Death of Jordy Verrill," what is advertised on the next
page of the comic book featured in the movie "Creepshow?"
Answer: Voodoo Doll

96.05%

5

20 points

Question: In 2002, to celebrate the Olympics held in Salt Lake City, Campbell's commemorated
collectable soup mugs. Please give us the sport depicted on each of the 4 soup mugs.
Answer: skier, bob sledder, skater, hockey player

90.79%

6

70 points

Question: Who knew going around in circles could be profitable? The same year that the Beatles
started filming "Help!", this gentleman sold his invention at a local store in Leeds then
later that year took it to an international toy fair where Kenner saw the invention and
the rest was history. What was the name of the invention and what was the first and last
name of the inventor?
Answer: Spirograph, Denys (Dennis) Fischer

22.37%

7

40 points

Question: Where you have penciling, you will have erasing, so the 1985 "How To Draw Comics
Comic" shows you which eraser works best for those extra tight spots. Please give us
the company name and type of eraser shown.
Answer: Eberhard Faber Kneaded Rubber

89.47%

8

30 points

Question: In the book "11 ,002 Things To Be Miserable About" , the 30th item listed in the book is
also someth ing that makes most trivia team members miserable. What is it?
Answer: Monday mornings

94.74%

9

10 points

Question: What company billed itself as "Hitsville USA"?
Answer: Motown Records

KVSC Trivia 2009 - Questions for Hour 4

17.11%

60 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6708 The magnetic attraction between this odd couple is at an all
time high, but Brad wishes for anything else. Please tell us the last six words he spoke
before they joined in a kiss.
Answer: "I'll listen to Menudo records! Anything!"

84.21%

2

15 points

Question: Who is the story teller in "1001 Arabian Nights?"
Answer: Scheherazade

94.74%

3

20 points

Question: Who was the less famous co author of the famous Kinsey Reports? First and last name,
please.
Answer: Wardell Pomeroy

48.68%

4

50 points

Question: What very short movie featured "4,000 Tons of Horror"?
Answer: The Deadly Mantis

97.37%

5

25 points

Question: What term did Alfred Hitchcock use to describe plot devices in his movies that would
drive a plot but winds up being nothing when the movie is done?
Answer: McGuffin or MacGuffin

1.32%

6

100 points

Question: What fictional breakfast cereal uses the advertising slogan "For AM pep, yet don't
forget"?
Answer: Grunchy Krunchy

69.74%

7

20 points

Question: VISUAL TRIVIA # 13 According to this ad, what would taste good right now?
Answer: candy

2.63 %

8

30 points

Question: The tv show Room 222 was brought to us by what sponsor?
Answer: Oscar Mayer

36.84%

9

15 points

Question: Who did TVs Franklin Dunbar once hire to pose as his son Russell for the fami ly
Christmas card photo?
Answer: Jodie Foster

KVSC Trivia 2009 - Questions for Hour 5

20 points

57.89%

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6715 This song is what every team wants to be at some point. What
is the name of this 1981 song?
Answer: Winning

80.26%

2

20 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6719 Houdini thought so. So does Lance Burton. Tell us the name of
this 1982 song and maybe you'll think so too.
Answer: You Can Do Magic

71.05%

3

20 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6724 Imagine if you will, a question that everybody answers. Are
you ready to take that leap? Please give us the name of thi s 1983 song.
Answer: Twilight Zone

53 .95%

4

20 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6728 If this contest isn't doing it for you, maybe this song will lay
out other options. What is the name of this 1984 song?
Answer: Dancing in the Sheets

3 1.58%

5

20 points

Question: AUDIO TRJVIA #6730 If I to ld you the answer to this song was Jessies G irl , would
you believe me? What is the name of this song?
Answer: Misled

35.53%

6

20 points

Question: AUDIO TRJVIA #6726 20 po ints separated the number I and number 2 team at last
years contest. How do you thin k the number 2 team coped? Please give us the name of
this song.
Answer: All Cried Out

40.79%

7

20 points

Question: AU DIO TRIVIA #6732 "I hope it doesn't require a hospital stay" are eight words that
shouldn't fo llow the title of this song. What is the name of thi s song?
Answer: The Next Time I Fall

67.11 %

8

20 points

Question: AUDIO TRJVIA #672 1 It's probably due to a vitamin defi ciency. What is the name of
this song?
Answer: l Get Weak

80.26%

9

20 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #67 17 If you ask me, she should go back to 1964 when she was 18

and plastic surgery free. What is the name of this song?
Answer: If! Could Tum Back Time

KVSC Trivia 2009 - Questions for Hour 5

60.53%

IO

20 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6718 Put away your Possibility Thinkers game because it's trivia
time! What is the name of this song?
Answer: Games People Play

39.47%

II

20 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6722 After listening to this song, we counted maybe a dozen or so.
Tell us the name of this song and then let us know how many ways you counted.
Answer: One Hundred Ways

44.74%

12

20 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6727 Right now you may be thinking it, but by the end of the
contest, you won't be. What is the name of this song?
Answer: Don't Let It End

80.26%

13

20 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6723 Remember in the movie "the Twilight Zone" when that boy
makes that girls mouth disappear? That's creepy. So is the title of this song. Please give
it to us now.
Answer: Eyes Without A Face

71.05%

14

20 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6731 There's more to life than trivia, but some of you don't believe
that, do you. What is the name of this song?
Answer: Obsession

92.11 %

15

20 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6729 Please stay. Your team needs you. What is the name of this
song?
Answer: If You Leave

53.95%

16

20 points

Question : AUDIO TRIVIA #6725 Please give us the name of this song. By the way, did you
know Rick Springfield is actually Elvis Presley in disguise? They switched places after
Rick broke up with Linda Blair.
Answer: I Heard a Rumor

50.00%

17

20 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6720 I will. Please give us the name of this song.
Answer: Say You Will

43.42%

18

20 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6716 Slipping on the ice. Tripping over the cat. Enough hints. Tell
us the name of this song.
Answer: How Can I Fall

KVSC Trivia 2009 - Questions for Hour 6

90 points

0.00%

Question: ln the book "Lunar Justice", there is a fountain found on the moon that is on permanent
loan by the Tenth Republic of France. On that fountain are three spigots named Capero,
Purgaro, and Recrearo. According to the author, what do these three names translate to
in Engli sh?
Answer: (I) charm, (I) purify, (I) refresh

44.74%

2

15 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6740 What is the maximum field of vision said to be measured in
this short film?
Answer: IO to the 24th power meters (or 100 Million Light Years)

96.05%

3

20 points

Question: What was the first Bond movie Daniel Craig ever saw?
Answer: Live and Let Die

21.05%

4

35 points

Question: Have you taken Elizabeth and Alex Lluch's Husband and Wife challenge yet? In the
"about your husband" category, question four asks "what does he worry about the
most?". If you chose to answer D to that question, what wou ld your answer be?
Answer: "being a spokesman for Rogaine"

85.53%

5

20 points

Question: ln the story ofHenny Penny, who all does he meet up with?
Answer: cocky locky, ducky daddies, goosy poosy (or goosy lucy), turkey lurkey, and foxy loxy

61.84%

6

100 points

Question: Nick and Fetcher use a tin as their su itcase to sell items to desperate chicks. What's the
name on the tin?
Answer: Thome's Extra Super Creme Toffee

78.95%

7

25 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6773 Please give us the first and last name of the man heard here.
Answer: James or Jim Belushi

22.37%

8

30 points

Question : What is the fictional title of the trashy little novel that Allison Brooks plans to read to
pass the time on the night of what would have been her 17th Anniversary had she not
gotten unmarried?
Answer: Nadia's Secret

96.05%

9

15 points

Qu estion: Please give us the first and last name of the first million dollar winner on the TV show
"Deal or No Deal".
Answer: Jessica Robinson

KVSC Trivia 2009 - Questions for Hour 7

26.32%

70 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6780 These people are being chased over the river and through the
woods by a mutant monster. Please give us the name of the movie this clip if from.
Answer: "Prophecy"

21.05%

2

15 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6787 Frankly speaking, you're not in Oz anymore. Please give us the
name of the movie this clip is from.
Answer: "Dark Crystal"

65.79%

3

20 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6793 If you're in this bayou, you'd better be using your flotation
devices and being safety first. Please give us the name of the movie this clip is from .
Answer: "Frankenfish"

86.84%

4

45 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6766 Get your mind out of the sewer and give us the name to this
underground cult classic of a monster movie.
Answer: "CHUO"

19.74%

5

25 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6774 Please give us the name of the 2007 movie that this creature is
from.
Answer: "Water Horse: The Legend of the Deep"

51 .32%

6

JOO points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6785 These kids are about to be unpleasantly surprised as they
picnic on their farm . Please give us the name of this campy old creature feature.
Answer: "The Godmonster of Indi an Flats" (No partial for monster because it is part of a word
not hyphened)

18.42%

7

35 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6777 A creature with unlimited possibilities if you put your mind to
it. Please give us the name of this sleepy little science-fiction movie.
Answer: "Dreamscape"

60.53%

8

30 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6783 For thi s audio clip, please give us the real first and last names
of these two people defending their home from an unwelcome intruder.
Answer: Michael Gross, Reba McIntyre

93.42%

9

15 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6797 Please give us the name of the movie this clip is from. Don 't
let it drive you bananas.
Answer: "King Kong"

KVSC Trivia 2009 - Questions for Hour 8

70 points

23 .68%

Question: AUDIO TRJ VIA #6784 Thi s is a preview fo r what movie?
Answer: "The Fiend of Dope Island"

48.68%

2

10 points

Question: ln the book, where is Jabberwocky Wood found?
Answer: "Looking G lass Land"

97.37%

3

20 points

Question: In the song, "Tell Laura I Love Her" , who was Laura's boyfri end?
Answer: Tommy

93.42%

4

35 points

Question: If A= I, B=2, C=3 and so on, what word is found in the number 22 11 25 I 4209 145 ? (on
air: two two one one two fi ve . . .)
Answer: va lentine

94.74%

5

20 points

Question: Chicken Little would have had hard ev idence that the sky was fa lling 30 years ago
when this man made obj ect, sent up on ly six years earlier, lost its battle with gravity.
What was this obj ect?
Answer: Skylab

0.00%

6

70 points

Question : In this print ad we see the Anatomy of a Poser, fea turing: Custom-made prescription
eye goggles with no prescription, brand new state of the art sneakers, fake knee brace
and designer Italian Leather gym bag. Name the product bei ng advertised.
Answer: Baby Ruth

92.11 %

7

20 points

Question: In September of2007 a li fe size statue of an actor portraying Hamlet was unvei led at
London's south end. Who was the actor being honored and who was the sculptor? First
and last names, please.
Answer: Laurence Olivier, Angela Conner

76.32%

8

30 points

Question : In "The Dark Knight," who are on the police bulletin as suspects fo r Batman's secret
identity?
Answer: Elvis Presley, Abraham Lincoln , Bigfoot or Sasquatch

96.05%

9

IO points

Question: Name the boat that carries visitors under Niagara Falls.
Answer: Maid of the Mi st

KVSC Trivia 2009 - Questions for Hour 9

1.32%

100 points

Question: In an advertisement for the 2001 GenCon Game Fair, what five examples are listed as
"Authentic Battle Cries?"
Answer: Firk, Gnarr, Huzzah, Yoikes, Zounds

71.05%

2

10 points

Question: According to Pinky what was the spawning ground of the Village People?
Answer: Folk Hero Ville

25.00%

3

20 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6745 Who, when asked what he thought of a 2008 vice presidential
candidate, gave this initial response?
Answer: John Cleese

52.63%

4

35 points

Question: Matthew Cowles is indirectly mentioned in a song by Jimmy Buffett,. Which one?
Answer: The Weather is Here, Wish You Were Beautiful

42.11%

5

20 points

Question: In the book "101 Ways To Tell Your Sweetheart I Love You", please tell us idea
number 62.
Answer: add a dimmer to your bedroom light switch

92.11%

6

75 points

Question: On the Norman Rockwell collector's plate titled "A Couples' Commitment," there is a
handwritten message on the bottom of the plate. Who wrote the quote, first and last
name, and what did they write?
Answer: Thomas Rockwell , "A young couple facing the future with confidence - that's the
American Dream"

88.16%

7

20 points

Question: Bernard Weber held a poll and the results were recognized on July 7, 2007. What was
the reason for the poll and what names made this wonderful list?
Answer: New Wonders of the World, Great Wall of China, Petra, Christ Redeemer Statue,
Machu Picchu, Pyramid ofChichen ltza , (Roman) Coliseum, The Taj Mahal

90.79%

8

30 points

Question: "Fun with Coffee" was a 32 page pamphlet released in the I 950's by what coffee
Bureau?
Answer: Pan American (Coffee Bureau)

93.42%

9

10 points

Question: If a cat is a kitten when it is young, what is an eel?
Answer: Elver

KVSC Trivia 2009 - Questions for Hour IO

30 points

10.53%

Question: The definition of this informational term is unimportant, but only in a plural sense. The
name for the collection of this term sounds like it could also mean "the study of the
male orgasm". If that doesn't make any sense to you, look up the Roman Goddesses.
You'll find her in there. What term are we referring to?
Answer: trivia

39.47%

2

30 points

Question: What trivia team got recognized for best team name in 2007?
Answer: Jesus party of 12

13.16%

3

30 points

Question: Last July, the Trivia Hall of Fame started a contest named Quizcaster. Who was the
sponsor for the "words and grammar" category?
Answer: Cornerstone Word Company

27.63%

4

30 points

Question: What Trivia Phone Bank vo lunteer received best name in 2007? His phone name will
suffice.
Answer: Huh?

55.26%

5

30 points

Question: During the 198 1 version of the World's Longest Running Trivia Contest, what was the
answer to the I 00 point question?
Answer: The DeCappa Five

48.68%

6

30 points

Question: This trivia team stole the Voodoo Dolls' mascot by using a bolt cutter on the lock and
chain. They also left an apology note and money to cover the cost of the damage. Name
the team.
Answer: Super Heroes In Training

19.74%

7

30 points

Question: Everyone playing in this contest has probably browsed one of Fred Worth's trivia
encyclopedias. Fred didn't write those books until he was an adu lt, so when Fred was a
ch ild in San Francisco, what newsworthy source did the Worth family need to call to
get an answer to a question they couldn't answer?
Answer: San Francisco Chronicle

31 .58%

8

30 points

Question: Which Trivia team took their name from the comic book series "Transmetropolitan"?
Answer: The Chair Leg of Truth

44.74%

9

30 points

Question : Some of the players you can find on this trivia teams roster include Danny, the Dirk
Diggler impersonator; Fareed, Spiritual Advisor and member of the infamous Goat
Posse; and Laurie, Lady of the Dance. What Wisconsin team are we referring to?
Answer: Tea Bag in a Cowbell

KVSC Trivia 2009 - Questions for Hour IO
2 1.05%

IO

30 points

Question: It's KVSC trivia team rap time. If trivia is one big family, then I guess this team is the
don . Which team?
Answer: the dream OR Stefan's Dream X: Stefan Always Comes 2nd

23 .68%

II

30 points

Question: [n 2007 thi s trivia team scored more points in their debut year than any other team in
the KVSC trivia history, at least that is what their MySpace page tells us. What is the
name of their mascot?
Answer: Hooty McBoob

23.68%

12

30 points

Question: Tf you were to play in Iowa State University's annual tri via contest, the contest
organizers suggest a li st of things you wi ll need on competition night. Please give us
that list now.
Answer: at least two cars, someone who is at least 2 1 years of age, a couple people who love a
roadtrip, and snacks

28.95 %

13

30 points

Question : The Neo-Maxi Zoomdweebies have published recipes for the masses including thi s one
the has only two ingredients. The first ingredient is alcohol and you're going to have to
drink a lot of it before you start consuming ingredient number two, which is cat food.
What name have they given thi s concoction?
Answer: Tocher's Bender

35.53%

14

30 points

Question: Jim Oliva, Oz himself, was originally drawn to Stevens Point to work in a building
named after one of the foundi ng fathers. Which one?
Answer: Benj amin Franklin

3 1.58%

15

30 points

Question: Turn to page 23 in your copy of Learned Pigs and Fireproof Women. Give us the two
animals listed on this page that have also been learned.
Answer: goose (and) mouse

100.00% *

16

30 points

Question: At last years contest, we let you know only 4 people showed up to see the movie
"DOA: Dead or Alive" at the Parkwood 18 in St. Cloud . We now know they are part of
a team that participates in this contest. Which team are we referring to?
An swer: DOA Hole That's What She Said ANSWER IS SUPER HEROES IN TRAIN ING

19.74%

17

30 points

Question: If you are lucky enough to have trivia legend Ray Hamel as a long distance player,
email him now, because we want you to give us the movie quote that comes with his
email s.
Answer: "Some of us are cursed with memories li ke flypaper. Stuck to them are scatteri ngs of
insignificant data - mostly useless."

19.74%

18

30 points

Question : Please give us the name of the team who took second place during KVSC's first trivia
weekend .
Answer: Gopher Cheeks

• - denotes tossed question

KVSC Trivia 2009 - Questions for Hour 11

90 points

17.11%

Question: Jfyou would like to post your Fleemco comic books for sale at George Stapler Middle
School, what is the name of the bulletin board you would post them on?
Answer: The ChewandSwallow Times

2

82.89%

15 points

Question: By his own admission who makes John Waters homophobic? First and last name,
please.
Answer: Richard Simmons

65 .79%

3

20 points

Question: Who was the first golfer to win a million dollars in his professional career? First and
last name, please.
Answer: Arnold Palmer

100.00%

*

4

40 points

Question: In the show "Human Giant," what book does Lil' George Bush read in front of the
class?
Answer: My Pet Goat

85.53%

5

25 points

Question: According to the music group Material Issue, give us the first four things listed that
girls want?
Answer: love, drngs, sex, affection

100.00% *

6

65 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6709 Please give us the first and last name of the newsperson
delivering this eulogy.
Answer: Dell Wade TOSSED OUT BECAUSE QUESTION WAS CLOSED EARLY

90.79%

7

20 points

Question: On the present day Wheel of Fortune tv game show, please give us the total number of
squares on the letter board that Vanna White can push.
Answer: 52

0.00%

8

45 points

Question: On the back of the LASER CHASE instrnctions, there are creatures shown as
suggestions for using Laser Pointer with . Please tell us the three creatures shown.
Answer: Owl; Shark; Tyrannosaurus Rex or T Rex or Dinosaur

89.47%

9

15 points

Question: Which classic Dr. Seuss book resulted from a bet that he couldn't write a book using
only 50 words?
Answer: Green Eggs and Ham

* - denotes tossed question
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60 points

3.95%

Question: According to big screen character Scamper, "voila" (VW AH LA) is French fo r what?
Answer: "Please stop pelting me and my ridiculous hat with rocks"

50.00%

2

IO points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6738 In the origi nal version, how many gratuitous key changes
affect this song's chorus?
Answer: two

80.26%

3

20 points

Question: ln what year did the City of Vicksburg, Mississippi , fi rst celebrate the 4th of July after
it fe ll to General Grant on July 4, 1863?
Answer: 1945

78.95%

4

35 points

Question : The titles of the first 12 books in this set conta in the fo llowing animals: hen, piggy,
puppy and kittens. What books are we referring to?
Answer: Little Golden Books

92. 11 %

5

20 points

Question : Major league baseball has approved instant replay. Please give us the first and last
name of the player invo lved in the fi rst use of instant replay.
Answer: Alex Rodriguez

1.32%

6

100 points

Question : VISUAL TRIVIA # 12 What is the first and last name of this young lad?
Answer: Leo Darga

67.1 1%

7

25 points

Question: From the movie "Enchanted", what is the title of Pip's book?
Answer: "S ilence Isn't Golden"

80.26%

8

30 points

Question: According to this Love Stinks pamphlet, there are 20 reasons why thi s is better than
men. What are they referring to?
Answer: chocolate

92. 11 %

9

10 points

Question : Atascadero Escondido are the magic words that which animated rodent uses?
· Answer: Merlin (the Magic Mouse)

KVSC Trivia 2009 - Questions for Hour 13

80.26%

60 points

Question: Loma and Johnny enjoy the spy business, but like everyone else they needed a break
now and then, so they went to a sushi bar. At the bar they toasted each other. Lorna's
toast translated to "Cheers," but what did Johnny's translate to?
Answer: "May all your daughters be born with three bottoms"

44.74%

2

10 points

Question: Go to the website instituteforhumancontinuity.org (on air please spell it out). What
movie is being advertised?
Answer: 2012

86.84%

3

20 points

Question: In 1991 an international performer gave a free concert in a London park celebrating his
30 years in his profession. Who was the performer, first and last name, and in what park
did he perfonn?
Answer: Luciano Pavarotti, Hyde Park

7.89%

4

45 points

Question: Ln this issue of Kay Benson's Romance Guide we learn about "Mister and Missus
Swanson", characters in a television and radio show. What are the first and last names
of the two people playing these characters?
Answer: Starr Norman (and) Steve Caine

86.84%

5

20 points

Question: Please give us the 2008 winner of the worlds oddest book title. Just the title is enough.
Answer: If you Want Closure in your Relationship Start With Your Legs

7.89%

6

75 points

Question: VISUAL TRIVIA #07 What is the name of this character?
Answer: Professor Sauemoggin

5.26%

7

35 points

Question: What movie did Quarry Cinema in Cold Spring show on August 19th and 20th 2008 for
its' family matinee special?

Answer: "Hook"
17. 11 %

8

30 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6703 What fictiona l prep school did this cheer get used at?
Answer: Barr Military Academy

89.47%

9

10 points

Question: In what sport will you hear the tenn "keystone sack"?
Answer: baseball

KVSC Trivia 2009 - Questions for Hour 14

60 points

2.63%

Question: The theme to this Minnesota company name change back in 1983 was "we've got a new
name, but everything else is the same" and they used Norma Jean Baker, William
Claude Dukenfield, and William Henry Pratt as examples. What company are we
referring to?
Answer: Davanni's Pizza and Hot Hoagies

85.53%

2

IO points

Question: On which street is Mann's Chinese Theatre (formerl y Grauman's) located?
Answer: Hollywood Blvd.

84.21 %

3

20 points

Question: Please give us the first and last name of the person believed to have taken the only
known photographs of Buddy Holly's last concert.
Answer: Mary Gerber

1.32%

4

45 points

Question: What product features the "Patent Extension Measuring Tube"? Please be complete.
Answer: Dr. Lyon's Perfect Tooth Powder

76.32%

5

20 points

Question: Please give us the title of Minnesota's official state photograph, the artists first and last
name and month, day and year that it officially became the state photograph .
Answer: Eric Enstrom; March 22, 2002

39.47%

6

75 points

Question: AUDIO TRIV IA #6796 Name the music group this audio track is from.
Answer: Big Pig

81.58%

7

20 points

Question: The first American lighthouse was built where? Please be specific.
Answer: Boston Harbor on Little Brewster Island

5.26%

8

30 points

Question : In the KVSC disc jockey profile for Marty Sundvall , they ask what disc is in his stereo
right now. Which artist and album did he answer?
Answer: The Band, "Music from Big Pink"

77.63%

9

15 points

Question: "The Road to Mediocrity is littered with Empty Ketchup packets," and "How many of
these do you already have in your glove compartment" are statements that one can find
located on what kind of condiment?
Answer: Taco Bell Hot Sauce

KVSC Trivia 2009 - Questions for Hour 15

100 points

27.63%

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6759 In an obscure and unmemorable moment of comic book
history, this pair of seventies sci-ti soldiers stepped off the small screen of British
television and onto the pages of Marvel Comics, where they helped a ragtag band of
heroes capture the Juggernaut. Please give us the original title, volume and issue
number of the comic book in which these two military men teamed up with four
spandex-ensconced supers. Due to the nature of this question, we are not accepting
partial answers. You must give us the correct title, volume number and issue number.
Anything less will be counted as wrong.
Answer: "Uncanny X-Men, Volume I, issue 218"

61.84%

2

15 points

Question: Double Dare, Classic Concentration, Battle Stars, High Rollers, the $ I 28,000 Question,
To Tell the Truth, and the Wizard of Odds all have one common link. What is it?
Answer: (all were hosted at one time by) Alex Trebek

55 .26%

3

20 points

Question: Rolling Stone magazine honored Rick Springfield recently with a unique distinction.
What was it?
Answer: named "Jessie's Girl" the # 1 karaoke song of all time (or something similar)

72.37%

4

35 points

Question: What does the first line of the forward say in the book "The Dorm Room Diet"?
Answer: I am a heart surgeon

89.47%

5

20 points

Question: Twenty plus years after the ill fated Challenger accident, the teacher that had trained to
go up in a space shuttle and had McAuliffe not been able to, finally made it into space
2007. Who was she? First and last name, please
Answer: Barbara Morgan

80.26%

6

80 points

Question: Hallmark had a paper doll collectors album called "From the Land of Make Believe".
Please give us the full name of doll number IO from album number I.
Answer: Little Girl With a Little Curl

81.58%

7

25 points

Question: According to recent literature, Lily, James and Albus are the children of whom?
Answer: Ginny Weasley (and) Harry Potter

1.32%

8

40 points

Question: Many times movies are shipped under a fake name to prevent theft. Please give us the
title that "Yes Man" was shipped under.
Answer: Affirmative Action

90.79%

9

15 points

Question: What railway line was the Orange Blossom Special part of?
Answer: Seaboard Air Line
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60 points

51.32%

Question: VISUAL TRIVIA # 14 Love is in the air, but what are they thinking? Please give us the
dialogue missing from the two word balloons.

Answer: "Ya know, Midge wasn't wearin' a bra tonight", "Yeah, Bob wasn't wearing any
underwear"
82.89%

2

IO points

Question: Hal Weidmann was considered a genius in Hollywood but Dave Kingman stated there
had only been one genius in the business. Who was that genius according to Dave?

Answer: Senor Wences
64.47%

3

20 points

Question: Late 1979 saw the birth of recorded hip hop. What was the first song to debut on R&B
charts and who performed it?

Answer: "Rapper's Delight" , Sugar Hill Gang
69.74%

4

35 points

Question: What is the name of the aircraft that big screen character Captain Dooley crashes into
Northern Canada?

Answer: Corsair
14.47%

5

20 points

Question: Where do fictional characters Jane, Tess and George go to get a wedding cake for Tess
and George's upcoming nuptials?

Answer: New Warsaw Bakery lnc.
5.26%

6

90 points

Question: On the campus of St. Cloud State University lies the Underground, the bowling alley
formerly known as the Atwood Rec Center. Please give us the first and last name of the
person who proposed this new name.

Answer: Colette Rentz
2.63%

7

25 points

Question: In 2003, Hershey Kisses compared the Kiss to a Wizard Hat. Kisses had a big chocolate
·taste whi le Wizard hat tastes like old felt. Kisses made friends appear and Wizard hat
makes friends disappear. Kisses comes with festive flag. What did the wizard bat come
with?

Answer: Eye of Newt
63.16%

8

30 points

Question: What seminar did Gil Grissom teach, as a guest lecturer, at Williams College?
Answer: The Seasonal Fluctuations and Observed Behaviors of the Walden Pond Swamp
Mosquito

89.47%

9

15 points

Question: What ice cream brand has taken up the cause on researching the plight of the honey
bees?

Answer: Haagen Daz

KVSC Trivia 2009- Questions for Hour 17

15.79%

60 points

Question: Please give us the first and last name of the youngest AAE certified airport executive in
the United States.
Answer: Zachary Sundquist

47.37%

2

IO points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6734 On January 3rd, this man was the lead story in European
newscasts, beating out such other contenders for headlines as the conflict in Gaza and
the global economic crisis. Who is he, first and last name, and why was he so specia l?
Answer: Matt Smith. He's the next actor who will play Doctor Who (or The Eleventh Doctor.)

26.32%

3

20 points

Question: Please give us the first and last name of the fictional character resides at number 12
Filbert Street.
Answer: Benjamin Brown

23.68%

4

35 points

Question: What TV Character was voted Most Elegant Speaker in the House of Lords?
Answer: John Roxton

86.84%

5

30 points

Question: In 2004, McDonald's was giving away Beanie Babies that were created to celebrate the
Happy Meal. What 4 Beanies were actually named after McDonald Characters?
Answer: Birdie the bear, Hamburglar the Bear, Ronald McDonald the Bear, Grimace the Bear

0.00%

6

90 points

Question: What fictional character is known as the toughest bee in bugburg? Please be complete
Answer: Two Sting Stinson

90.79%

7

25 points

Question: A restaurant named the Victory Club was the birth place of this sixty-something year
old snack. Please give us the name of the snack.
Answer: Nachos

7.89%

8

50 points

Question: At the 2002 St. Mary's Cathedral Block Party, there were 5 musical bands featured.
Who were they?
Answer: Aurora Court Project, Slip Twister, High Noon, Big Walter Smith and the Groove
Merchants, Mick Sterling and the Stud Brothers

94. 74%

9

10 points

Question: Say Major. Say it again. Now say it once more for good measure. Now combine them
and tell us what novel this character appears in.
Answer: Catch 22
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60 points

81.58%

Question: The fictional comic "The Adventures of Nick and Sugar" make an appearance in what
music video?
Answer: Don't Answer Me

85.53 %

2

10 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6733 Who made each of these statements in regards to the 2008
elections? First and last name, please.
Answer: Norm Coleman

78.95%

3

20 points

Question: As Ralphie is sulking home after receiving a C+ on his theme about what he wants for
Christmas, he is hit in the face with a snowball from the neighborhood bully. In the
background of this scene is a tin sign for what product?
Answer: Orange Crush

50.00%

4

35 points

Question: On day 3 of their US promotional tour, the crew from "Hot Fuzz" visit an infamous site
from a famous movie. Name the movie and the specific spot they visit.
Answer: The Exorcist; Stairs (acceptable also: stairway, staircase, the Exorcist stairs . ..etc)

89.47%

5

20 points

Question: That talking baby is a little creepy. According to the E-Trade Mobile Pro commercial ,
what song is the ringtone he uses to know when his girlfriend is calling?
Answer: Rock Me Amadeus

0.00%

6

80 points

Question: "Love is Like the Wonder of a Flower" is a poem published by Hallmark and written by
whom? First and last name, please.
Answer: Rebecca Shaw

94.74%

7

20 points

Question: Vince and Larry were the host of what game show?
Answer: You Lost Your Life

2.63%

8

30 points

Question: During one of the Trivia Awards Ceremony, Officer Bruce Peterson executed an
outstanding warrant and arrested Al Neff on stage. To which establishment did Al
"forget" to pay his bill?
Answer: Ultimate Sports

2.63 %

9

10 points

Question: In a vast nationwide pre-publication poll, this chapter was by far the most popular one
in "The Mad Book Of Magic and other Dirty Tricks" book. What chapter was it?
Answer: seventeen

10

It

I t

.

u
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85.53%

30 points

Question: This comedy anthology series is about love and romance - each week featuring two to
three stories.
Answer: Love American Style

92.11 %

2

30 poi nts

Question: This classic comedy is about a band leader, hi s wife and their frumpy neighbors.
Answer: 1 Love Lucy

94.74%

3

30 points

Question: These stories were intertwined with each other and took place aboard a cruise ship.
Answer: Love Boat

88.16%

4

30 points

Question: This sitcom was about two newlyweds who moved into a tiny top floor apartment in
San Francisco.
Answer: Love On A Roof Top

80.26%

5

30 points

Question: This show featured a commercial artist who decides to share his New York apartment
with a struggling actress and her young daughter.
Answer: Love, Sidney

88. 16%

6

30 points

Question: This show was about a 20 year old brother who returns home after hi s father's death to
help his stepmother run the fami ly auto custom izing business.
Answer: Brotherly Love

46.05%

7

30 points

Question: This show featured a widower who runs and ad agency that tries to reunite separated
loved ones and locate old flames for would-be suitors.
Answer: Finder Of Lost Loves

48.68%

8

30 points

Question: This show was set in Southern California and revolved around the lives of 5 couples.
Answer: Husbands, Wives And Lovers

93.42%

9

30 points

Question: In this spin off, a gi rl and her boyfriend leave Milwaukee and move to Chicago where
the boy friend stai1s a rock n roll band.
Answer: Joanie Loves Chachi

KVSC Trivia 2009 - Questions for Hour 20

93.42%

10

30 points

Question: This show featured single people who selected dates through video taped interviews.
Answer: Love Connection

93 .42%

II

30 points

Question: This show was about a rich Irish girl who married a poor Jewish boy. It was an updated
version of a long running Broadway comedy that came out 50 years earlier.
Answer: Bridget Loves Bernie

60. 53%

12

30 points

Question: Set in New York, this show featured a woman who lost her trendy restaurant in a
divorce and impulsively purchased a comer bar.
Answer: Love and War

32.89%

13

30 points

Question: This short-lived hour long show was set at an army post in California.
Answer: For Love And Honor

82.89%

14

30 points

Question: This predictable ethnic sitcom was about a white collar black couple who moved in
next door to a blue collar white couple.
Answer: Love Thy Neighbor

93 .42%

15

30 points

Question: This show was about a Gem1an car with a mind of its own.
Answer: Herbie The Love Bug

55 .26%

16

30 points

Question: This half hour sitcom dealt with the lives of the owners of rival modeling agencies in
New York.
Answer: Love That Jill

36.84%

17

30 points

Question: This show was about a single woman living in New York who worked for an
employment agency and was looking for true love.
Answer: Can't Hurry Love

94.74%

18

30 points

Question: This witty sitcom was set in the offices of a Chicago magazine.
Answer: Anything But Love

KVSC Trivia 2009 - Questions for Hour 21

70 points

9.21%

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6769 Please give us the short lived television show this theme music
can be heard on.
Answer: "Spicy City"

86.84%

2

10 points

Question: Say girls. Say it again. Say it one more time. Now tell us who sings that song.
Answer: Motley Crue

94.74%

3

20 points

Question: What brand of bread used to feature howdy doody stickers on its packages?
Answer: Wonder Bread

90.79%

4

40 points

Question: Darkwing Duck recognized that s,omeone was pilfering the ingredients for pizzas and
decided to check out the business that exclusively dealt in mushrooms before they fell
victim to the crime spree. What was the name of the business?
Answer: McAwber Mushrooms

92.11%

5

25 points

Question: In the !930's, this father and son team drove through rural America, subsequently
discovering the singer Leadbelly. Please give us this father & son team.
Answer: John and Alan Lomax

10.53%

6

100 points

Question: According to the book "Two Wacky Tales in One Cool Book," what is the first and last
name of the Warner Brothers and their sister Dots school teacher?
Answer: Hortense Flameel

81.58%

7

25 points

Question: In the movie "Team America," Kim Jong collects what famous figurines?
Answer: (M.I.) Hummel

82.89%

8

30 points

Question: VISUAL TRIVIA #28 This is not one of a weird experiment escaped from the last Xfiles movie, it is as an advertisement. What company is it advertising for?
Answer: JA Simmers' Seeds

94.74%

9

15 points

Question: This particular mansion had a plaque near the door that stated "If you don't swing don't ring." What mansion would you be at?
Answer: The Playboy mansion

KVSC Trivia 2009 - Questions for Hour 22

65 points

3.95%

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #67 12 Please tell us the name of the artist and song.
Answer: Zero Boys - Inergy

92.11%

2

10 points

Question: Take an edible gourd. Now cook it and serve it as a vegetable. What do you call it now?
Answer: squash

93.42%

3

20 points

Question: What are the only mobile National Monuments in the USA?
Answer: San Francisco Cable Cars

44.74%

4

40 points

Question: In the movie "Eigh_t Men Out", manager Gleason was put on the stand to testify against
his players. After a long interrogation he was asked what he thought of his players now.
What was his answer?
Answer: "I think they're the greatest ball club I've ever seen. Period."

92.11 %

5

25 points

Question: In the movie "Walk The Line" , who was the "B" camera operator? First and last name,
please.
Answer: Paul Sanchez

13. 16%

6

100 points

Question: VISUAL TRIVIA #08 What is this, what is its name, and what secret does it contain?
Answer: worlds largest uncut diamond, Ice Princess, contains a secret formula for the
manufacture of synthetic diamonds and also could create a deadly weather machine
capable of producing a substance called carbonic snow with which you could freeze the
world (or something simi lar)

77.63%

7

25 points

Question: Ladies of the night in London during World War II were referred to as what by the
American Gl's?
Answer: Piccadilly Commandos

75.00%

8

30 points

Question: Concentrate real hard because we want to know if you have mental telepathy. Take a
piece of ice, a soft rubber ball, a coin and a light bulb and have someone hold them up
at random. Another person gets to guess which one that person is holding up without
seeing them. Repeat at least 24 times. If the guesser gets more than 25 percent correct,
they may have mental telepathy, at least according to Joseph Dunninger. What is the
name he gives to thi s test?
Answer : Automatic Touch Projection

96.05%

9

10 points

Question: What country's international airport is called Keflavik?
Answer: Iceland
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60 points

13.16%

Question: What sticker does big screen character Gavin Gore have stuck to the top of his
television set?
Answer: Diamondback Bicycles

80.26%

2

10 points

Question: A poem written by Samuel Taylor Coleridge about a 13th century Mongol ruler can be
found in some of the lyrics from what Frankie Goes To Hollywood song?
Answer: Welcome to the Pleasuredome

44.74%

3

20 points

Question: AUD IO TRIVIA #6702 What is the name of this band which shares its name with one
of the teams playing this year?
Answer: Pull Start Diesel (Band)

84.21 %

4

35 points

Question: In the movie the sign read" Found Dog, Big·, Furry, Stinky call 555-2034." No one ever
claimed the dog and the person who found it decided to give this pooch a name. What
name did they give it?
Answer: Winn Dixie

92 .11 %

5

20 points

Question: What American International Fitness Expert has loaned his effervescent attitude to
Geico insurance? First and last name, please
Answer: Tony Little

92.11 %

6

. 80 points

Question: VISUAL TRIV IA #24 This anger management candidate was an April Fool's joke in
2008 from the world ofNeopets. You took a quiz and Neopets matched you up with a
buddy that would pop up now and then and talk with you. The joke was this angry little
Techo (TEE KO) was everyone's buddy. What was his name?
Answer: Bug Eye McGee

97.37%

7

25 points

Question: According to Weird Al, where did he get his pink used bathrobe and SmurfTV tray?
Answer: Ebay

78.95%

8

30 points

Question: The second oldest daughter of Melvin Webb had a first in the music world in 1967.
What was it?
Answer: first female to have a country music album go gold

94.74%

9

15 points

Question: Lyrically speaking, who made "Love Potion #9".
Answer: Madame Rue

KVSC Trivia 2009 - Questions for Hour 24

10.53%

75 points

Question: UTVS broadcast segments called "Reggie on the Road" during Trivia last year. What
three words did Reggie use to describe the Mona Li sa?
Answer: Captivating, Compelling, Hot

75.00%

2

10 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVLA #6742 In this next audio cl ip, please tell us what KVSC is doi ng. You
may want to keep qui et, tum up the volume and pay close attention so as not to miss an
important clue.
Answer: Rickrolling

60.53%

3

20 points

Question: Please give us the names of the two songs and the first and last na me of the artist who
gave us country music's fi rst million selling album.
Answer: Wreck of the Old 97 and Prisoner song, Vernon Dalhart

68.42%

4

35 points

Question: VISUA L TRIVIA # 16 Please give us the motto mi ssing from this spiritual coat of arms.
An swer: Revenimus OR "We Come Back"

90.79%

5

25 points

Question: What is the name of the night club that Detective Nick and other vampires tend to hang
at?
Answer: The Raven

17. 11 %

6

85 points

Question: In the mov ie "Little House on the Prai ri e, A Look Back to Yesterday", please give us
the team names and the fi nal score of the rematch baseball game.
Answer: Edwards, Carter; 8 to 5

89.47%

7

20 points

Question: What country consumes more Coca Co la per capita than any other nation?
An swer: Iceland

3.95%

8

35 points

Question: TV's Ben, Bobby, Barry and Jason live together in an apartment in New York city.
Jason is working on the conversion of an industrial building into some new condos.
What is the name of the old building that is being converted? Please be complete.
Answer: Short Hills Pencil Factory

26.32%

9

15 points

Question : According to the "Shake A Hamster Band", where should we buy Bill Gates a condo?
Answer: Crete
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70 points

2.63%

Question: What comic book superhero is cursed to live in interesting times, is defender of the
innocent, friend to the friendless and rarely late for dinner?
Answer: Paul the Samurai

5.26%

2

15 points

Question: Whether it's a large or a Venti, we all love coffee, especially during trivia weekend.
Now we have a .new size to choose from, Deici. If you didn't want that muchjava, what
is the next smaller size than the Deici?
Answer: Noblini

92.11%

3

20 points

Question: What TV icon helped to mold the 100 billionth Crayola crayon, what was the name of
the color he created and who was the lucky person to have won that crayon? First and
last names, please.
Answer: Fred Rogers or MR. Rogers; Blue Ribbon; Darlene Martin

86.84%

4

40 points

Question: ChefEmeril says "BAM". Rachael Ray uses "EVOO", among others. What catch
phrase does young Jack Witherspoon use?
Answer: "Twist It Up"

80.26%

5

25 points

Question: An ad in the London Times in 2004, stated it was looking for a court jester. Please give
us the name of the Jester and his real world alter ego that landed the position that had
been advertised.
Answer: Kester (the Jester), Nigel Roder

2.63%

6

70 points

Question: VISUAL TRJVIA #06 This photo of Carole Lombard, was taken in January 1942.
Sadly, she was killed in an airplane crash returning from this defense bond tour. Please
give us the name of the factory in which this photo was taken, along with the city and
state it was located in .
Answer: Ingram-Richardson Enamel Factory, Frankfort, Indiana

52.63%

7

25 points

Question: He was obsessed with Delores. Delores' mother was obsessed with him. The narrator of
this story acquiesced to marry the Mom because she looked so much like the daughter
he could not have. Who was this literary character?
Answer: Humbert Humbert

5.26%

8

30 points

Question: AUDIO TRJVIA #6739 Each of the following clips comes from a scene featuring a
hero's nemesis or foil, and each of them has something in common. Please name the
actor or actress who played them, and what all of them have done since the start of
2008 .
Answer: Maje! Barret-Roddenberry, Ricardo Montalban, Eartha Kitt, Heath Ledger, Maila
Nurmi; They all died.

93.42%

9

15 points

Question: In the movie "She-Devils on Wheels," what is the name of the women's motorcycle
club?
Answer: Maneaters
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100 points

0.00%

Question: In this automobile print ad, we see a collection of souvenirs that were captured by you,
not a video recorder. One of the items collected is an acorn. According to the tag, where
and when did you find this treasure?

Answer: Chesapeake Bay - March 12
80.26%

2

15 points

Question: Among Ritz crackers ideas on marketing their tasty treat is Top'ems. This paper ad
states "You are what you top" and shows 4 Top'ems. One is pictured with veggies and
is called "The Herbivore." What are the other three called?

Answer: The Carnivore, The Carbivore, The Purist
93.42%

3

20 points

Question: Which famous television character made a cameo appearance at little Ricky Ricardo's
birthday party?

Answer: Superman (will also accept George Reeves)
21.05%

4

35 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6753 Shortly after his death, a web comic depicted this man
appearing in Heaven and fondly remembering one of his written works. Who is he, first
and last name, and what was the written work mentioned specifically by name?

Answer: Gary Gygax (or E. Gary Gygax), "Tomb of Horrors"
32.89%

5

25 points

Question: From the pages of "One Knee Equals Two Feet", please give us the first and last name
of the best nose tackle John Madden has ever seen.

Answer: Curley Culp
5.26%

6

70 points

Question: VISUAL TRIVIA # 15 Please give us the name of the game this logo is associated with.
Answer: Numble

26.32%

7

25 points

Question: Have you picked up a March 2009 direct edition copy ofNova comics yet? If you have,
open to the inside cover and tell us what you can become.

Answer: TV Remote Control Operator
84.21 %

8

30 points

Question: On January 8th of this year, the song "Pinball Wizard" was performed in front of over
78,000 fans in Miami . Who was the band that performed it?

Answer: The Pride OR Oklahoma University Marching Band
85.53%

9

15 points

Question: From the movie "House of 1000 Corpses", what is the name of the cereal that Tiny
eats?

Answer: Agatha Crispies
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47.37%

75 points

Question: AUDIO TRJVIA #67 1 I Please give us the name of the Minnesota singing contest held
in March that this gentleman could have easily won.
Answer: Worst Irish Tenor (contest)

93.42%

2

IO points

Question: Please finish this 2006 movie title: We are ...
Answer: Marshall

81.58%

3

20 points

Question: From the comic series "The Sandman," in which tavern did Morpheus and Hob Gadling
first meet?
Answer: (The) White Horse

23.68%

4

40 points

Question: VISUAL TRJVIA #02 Please give us the name of this lovable moose and his title.
Answer: Seymour, goodwill ambassador (to Anchorage, Alaska)

47.37%

5

30 points

Question: AUDIO TRJVlA #6757 Please identify all four individuals taking part in this family
feud. First and last names please.
Answer: Chris Stevens, Bernard Stevens, Bob Miller, Tommy Miller

2.63 %

6

70 points

Question: According to the fictional book "guide to a wretched (pronounced ret - ched) vacation",
the Heartbreak Hotel stands on the shore of what body of water?
Answer: Lake Melancholi a

48.68%

7

40 points

Question: What radio show used the song "Love, Work and Dreams." as its theme music?
Answer: The Career of Alice Blair

77.63%

8

50 points

Question: What Totem Spirits does Rod Kimble invoke before his final jump in the movie "Hot
Rod?" Be specific.
Answer: Eagle, Fox, Dolphin, Octopus, House Cat (Cat is imcomplete)

86.84%

9

IO points

Question: Take the word "love". Move the letters around and you come up with the word "vole".
What term is associated with this re-arrangement?
Answer: anagram
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75 points

19.74%

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6760 Steve Carrell once played a role that was originally the
trademark of another actor. Name that other actor, first and last name, and also tell us
the campy eighties-era film in which he had a cameo, the first names of that film's two
co-stars, and the name of this song in which they and the film's genre were spoofed.
Answer: Don Adams, Back to the Beach, Frankie and Annette, Beach Party Vietnam

96.05%

2

IO points

Question: Tootsie Pops once introduced Fruit Smoothie Pops. What four flavors were part of this
new pack of lollys?
Answer: Black Cherry, Peach, Pineapple, Strawberry

30.26%

3

20 points

Question: Who has the 15th highest score on Super Mega Blasteroids Nine?
Answer: Madame Foster

76.32%

4

35 points

Question: What was the last song performed in London at the 1985 Live Aid?
Answer: "Do they Know it is Christmas time"

53.95%

5

30 points

Question: VISUAL TRIVIA #20 What are the three R's this military spokesdog tries to teach
children?
Answer: Recognize, Report, Retreat

46.05%

6

100 points

Question: When literary character Josh Newman is looking for employment, he answers an ad in
the university newspaper. Please tell us what was written in the ad. Please be complete.
Answer: Assistant Wanted, Bookshop. We don't want readers, we want workers.

81.58%

7

20 points

Question: What is the name of the cactus in Pogo's Pop Fu?
Answer: Sensei Spike

53.95%

8

30 points

Question: In the movie "The Gambler: Luck of the Draw", what were the two poker hands at the
end of the show that the Englishman had and Brady Hawkes had?
Answer: (Englishman had) Full House OR 3 sevens 2 kings; (Brady had) 4 of a kind OR 4
deuces and a king

88.16%

9

15 points

Question: Madonna's voice had been compared to what cartoon character on helium?
Answer: Minnie Mouse
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100 points

14.47%

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6786 What movie is this a preview from?
Answer: "The Gruesome Twosome"

57.89%

2

10 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6736 What was the significance of the tie worn by this man during a
public appearance on August 6th, 1998?
Answer: It was a gift from Monica Lewinski, allegedly given with the understanding that he
would wear it to show that he was still thinking of her. (can be paraphrased)

82.89%

3

20 points

Question: Mr. Lake thought he was a time traveler and called his intended mode of transportation
the TARDIS. What was his transportation and what did TARDIS stand for according to
Mr. Lake?
Answer: Hot Air balloon, Tethered Aerial Release Developed in Style

67.11%

4

35 points

Question: On the small screen there is a show and in this show there is a safe. The combination to
this safe is 5 right, 20 left, 0 right. Inside the safe is money and a secret formula. What
is the secret formula for?
Answer: krabby patties

93.42%

5

20 points

Question: Sharing a 30 year anniversary with our contest is a Minnesota original. The description
of life in this town has had people from all over the world coming to mid Minnesota to
say they have had coffee at the cafe, or have tried a powder milk biscuit. This show had
its first national live broadcast mid February 1979. What is the name of this well known
program?
Answer: Prairie Home Companion

14.47%

6

75 points

Question: VISUAL TRIVIA #04 Please tell us the first and last name of this person, what he is
heir to, and what special feature he has done to his estate.
Answer: Garech Browne, Guinness (heir), placed white sand around his black lake to make it
look like a glass of guinness

53.95%

7

20 points

Question: Symbolizing Hope and Love, what piece of jewelry is the most beautiful thing Joy
Turner has ever seen? Please be complete.
Answer: Kay Jewelers Jane Seymour Open Heart Diamond Necklace

22.37%

8

30 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6755 Name the sitcom character who was unflatteringly compared to
one of these because of noises she made in bed.
Answer: Grace Adler (and that's the trademark hiss of a sleestak)

97.37%

9

JO points

Question: What US state is surrounded by another country on 3 of its sides?
Answer: Maine
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75 points

78.95%

Question: What was the name of the project and the name of the machine that was responsible for
Pinky and Brains transformation from regular lab mice to being insane and a genius,
respectively? We are looking for the full name of the project and the full name of the
machine.
Answer: Project Biological Recombinant Algorithmic Intelligence Nexus, ACME Gene Splicer
and Bagel Warmer

52.63%

2

15 points

Question: VISUAL TRIVIA # 11 What is the performing name of this individual?
Answer: Moon Mullican

57.89%

3

20 points

Question: TV's Kim, Craig and Derrick are watching a mixed martial arts competition at a local
establishment. During the match, one of the fighters is put into a move that, according
to the guys, "no mortal man can ever get out of'. What is the name of this move?
Answer: Lay and Pray

64.47%

4

35 points

Question: An old Chicago newspaper ad offered Dionne Quintuplet dolls for sale. How much did
they cost and how did you distinguish between them?
Answer: one dollar (for all 5), their dresses were different colors

85.53%

5

20 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6747 From what well-known film franchise does the following clip
borrow its melody?
Answer: Superman

53.95%

6

75 points

Question: From the show "Frisky Dingo," which three acts are performing in the lounge of the
Crews Inn Desert Hotel?
Answer: C-Dub the Baby Shooter, Congas De Flaco, Attractive 80's Women

76.32%

7

25 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6751 What controversial role does thi s special young man both play
and frequently defend on the channels of Youtube?
Answer: "The Retarded Policeman"

92.11 %

8

30 points

Question: Duncan and Tessa have one of their last dinners together at a small cafe where Tessa is
warned by a psychic that she is in danger and should leave town. Who played the
psychic?
Answer: Traci Lords

96.05%

9

10 points

Question: What is the longest River in Ireland?
Answer: Shannon
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80 points

18.42%

Question: Central Minnesota's own music icon, Bobby Vee, had a hit song in the 1960's called
"Devil or Angel". Please give us the first and last name of the person doing the BASS
singing part on that song and the most recognizable character he did the voice over for.
Answer: Thur! Ravenscroft, Tony the Tiger

19.74%

2

15 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #673 7 What artifact does Dick use to remove this man's teeth?
Answer: A telephone (or phone)

92.11 %

3

20 points

Question: According to James Gandolfini in the movie "Romance and Cigarettes," what two
things should a man be able to do?
Answer: be romantic (and) smoke his brains out

71 .05%

4

35 points

Question: According to Gwen's sister, what song did Eddie sing to his big screen sweetheart
Gwen at the top of his lungs to make her laugh?
Answer: Yellow Submarine

50.00%

5

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6706 What is the name of the sporting event this announcer is
getting ready for the play-by-play?
Answer: Ogre Bowl

15 .79%

6

80 points

Question: Fictional character Inspector Bones has a rodent companion who helps him investigate
things. What is the name of his friend?
Answer: Jittery

76.32%

7

20 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6770 Please give us the title of the movie this clip is taken from.
Answer: "Once Bitten"

93.42%

8

30 points

Question: Give us the first and last names of the couple who won the chance to have their
wedding perfom1ed in a shark tank in the Underwater Adventures
Answer: Jason Skubitz (and) Barbara Anderson

48.68%

9

15 points

Question: Lyrically speaking, this card asked how long. Who are we referring to?
Answer: Ace
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80 points

5.26%

Question: One of the reasons The Love Checkers Game differs from the regular checkers game is
that it contains action squares. With that said, when a player is crowned King, what
must the opponent do?
Answer: perform the action directly underneath the (newly crowned) king

22 .37%

2

15 points

Question: According to an ad in Rue Morgue, who is the sexiest French Canadian on the planet?
First and last name, please.
Answer: Bianca Beauchamp

88.16%

3

20 points

Question: What character is the founder of the fictional organization M.O.P. - Mothers Opposing
Pornography? First and last name please.
Answer: Thelma Harper

3.95 %

4

35 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6704 Please give us the first and last name of the Minnesota born
poet heard here.
Answer: Dave Whitaker

52.63%

5

25 points

Question: VISUAL TRNIA #23 What are the names of this sweet duo?
Answer: Dot (and) Junior

59.21 %

6

80 points

Question: This past summer, KVSC dropped its Saturday Radio Roulette from the schedule. On
of the final shows was hosted by Iowa Jeff and Gypsy McGreevy with the theme: "The
Hitchhikers' Guide to Hawkwind." Please give us the advertised name of their special
guest host.
Answer: Duke Zargon

63.16%

7

25 points

Question: What field was the recipient of the Baseball Coach Association Field of the Year
Award in 1993?
Answer: Dick Putz Field

18.42%

52.63%

8

45 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6790 Please tell us the last names of these two comedians.
Answer: Hudson (and) Landry

9

IO points

Question: TV's "To Tell The Truth" , was sponsored by what health product?
Answer: Geritol
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70 points

2.63%

Question: Big screen characters Bobby and Doc board train 2010 with Bobby's Friend Tex. As
they are riding through the mountains, Doc looks out the window at a mountain pass
and sees a sign with one word on it. What word do we see?
Answer: Believe

90.79%

2

10 points

Question: What are the 2 countries separated by the Strait ofGibralter?
Answer: Morocco and Spain

69.74%

3

20 points

Question : This young lady is the third to hold an honor that was reinstated by the current Prince of
Wales. She is responsible for having music composed in honor of his Royal Highness
on the occasion of hi s 60th birthday. Who is she, first and last name, and what was the
title of the music composed for the occasion?
Answer: Claire Jones, "Goddess of the Woods"

25.00%

4

35 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6756 The following is an audio clip depicting the showing of a
fictional short film. In it, what two basic rules are you urged to remember before
preparing to live life anew?
Answer: "Line up in an orderly fashion" (and) "Use protective eyewear"

53.95%

5

25 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6752 Where did this man meet his long, lost lamented love?
Answer: A dockside bar (or dockside bars)

0.00%

6

90 points

Question: In the November 1964 issue of Sweethearts Comics is a story titled "Vinegar-Puss".
What was the real name of the character they called Vinegar-Puss and who was the man
she was eventually going to marry? First and last names, please.
Answer: Susan Rankin, Ralph James

86.84%

7

20 points

Question : What did Veluzat Motion Picture Rentals provide for the film "Valkyrie?"
Answer: Panzer Tanks

11.84%

8

50 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6758 Please tell us the names of the four people heard laughing
and/or joking over this spiced up news report.
Answer: Peter Sagal, Adam Felber, Sue Ellicott, P.J. 0 Rourke

90.79%

9

15 points

Question: According to WCCO news reports, what is the 2008 word of the year?
Answer: bailout
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100 points

1.32%

Question: VISUAL TRJVIA # 17 Please give us the first and last name of the current owner of the
original piece of this paper.
Answer: Rick Springfield (will also accept Richard Springthorpe)

35.53%

2

15 points

Question: While on their road trip Vida (Veedah) shows her traveling companions where she
ruined the Methodists Annual Picnic as she recreated a swimming scene from a 1950's
movie. What actress was Vida playing and what movie was she recreating?
Answer: Esther Williams, "Million Dollar Mermaid"

47.37%

3

20 points

Question: While in the ladies room, Dr. House and 13 are having a discussion about her ability to
be objective about a crucial case. On the back wall of her stall, we can see a bumper
sticker. What is on this bumper sticker? Please be complete
Answer: Vote for Change '08

11.84%

4

45 points

Question: AUDIO TRJVIA #6707 The object of this game is to seduce the other player, hopefully
your significant other. Please give us the one word name of the narrator.
Answer: Nubiana

53.95%

5

20 points

Question: AUDIO TRJVIA #6775 What television series is this a clip from?
Answer: "Men Behaving Badly"

6.58%

6

85 points

Question: In one strip of Dauntless Durham of the USA , we see the villai n Desmond stealing a
crate of suits. What is the slogan for the Model I 12 suit? Please be complete.
Answer: That Broadway look for $8.50

57.89%

7

40 points

Question: What TV character keeps his adult videos labeled as "The Bad News Bears Go To
Japan"? First and last name please.
Answer: Doug Heffernan

11.84%

8

50 points

Question: While big screen characters The Commander, Jetstream, Will and Gwen are looking at
a high school yearbook, they identify a fellow student and point out a dated hairstyle.
What is the name of this student as shown in the yearbook?
Answer: Tommy Boomowski

72.37%

9

15 points

Question: When Ziggy went to a genealogist, he was informed that what popular icon was hi s
third cousin twice removed?
Answer: Pillsbury Doughboy
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70 points

76.32%

Question: Madeline Fitzpatrick, a candy counter employee at the Tipton Hotel , has lots of
favorites, one of which is a certain Van Gogh painting. Which painting are we referring
to?
Answer: Irises

71.05%

2

10 points

Question: What is the first and last name of the TV Character who played the Public Defender
Sparky Monroe on the series Night Court?
Answer: Jenna Maroney

85.53%

3

20 points

Question: Obviously this literary figure could have been a Minnesotan for making this statement
"It's snowing still, AND freezing. However we haven't had an earthquake lately." Who
was he?
Answer: Eeyore

19.74%

4

35 points

Question: Please give us the name of the comic book Bill Fugate and Tim Smalley wrote in 2007
that could save your life someday.
Answer: H2O Toons (Pronounced H-TWO-OH Toons)

44.74%

5

40 points

Question: VISUAL TRlVIA # 19 Please give us the first and last name of this person. It might
help if you picture him naked.
Answer: Spencer Elden

65.79%

6

80 points

Question: This dramatic TV anthology series on NBC died in midseason, having been slotted
opposite Kojak. What was it called?
Answer: Love Story

73.68%

7

25 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6748 In his own words, what's the hardest part about being this
man?
Answer: "Mustache"

48.68%

8

30 points

Question: In 1959, three versions of this item were mentioned in a controversial novel. In 1972 it
became the name ofa band that took its debut album platinum and in 1991 the book
that mentioned it became a movie. What item are we referring to? It has a name, but we
just want to know what it is.
Answer: dildo

81.58%

9

15 points

Question: According to author Michael Scott, Excalibur is the sword of ice. What is the sword of
fire known as?
Answer: Clarent
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70 points

69.74%

Question: What aquatic gum chewing hero wore special shoes that propelled him through water
and had a dolphin and mermaid as friends? English name please.

Answer: Marine Boy
100.00% *

2

JO points

Question: Turning eight times in one block, what street is known as the most crooked street in the
world?

Answer: Lombard Street, San Francisco
27.63%

3

20 points

Question: What female country artist was allowed to fly with the United States Air Force
Thunderbirds? First and last name, please.

Answer: Barbara Mandrell
67.11%

4

50 points

Question: VISUAL TRIVIA #25 This little boy goes through 5 forms of feelings in anticipation
of a confectionery delight. What were the emotions and the confection?

Answer: desperation, pacification , expectation, acclamation, realisation; Fry's Chocolate
80.26%

5

20 points

Question: What fictional character uses the motto "Laughter is my job, tears are my game, law is
my profession?" First and last name, please.

Answer: Michael Scam
10.53%

6

90 points

Question: What is the name of Frostbite Falls town librarian?
Answer: Cletus Bookbinder

22.37%

7

25 points

Question: Old Macdonald's talking farmyard friends featured 8 different adorable plush animals.
What kind of animals were they?

Answer: kitten, pig, duck, cow, frog, pony, puppy, rooster
17.11%

8

30 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6750 What specifically are these two girls describing and naming?
Answer: Their mother's breasts

85.53%

9

15 points

Question: Please give us the call letters of the radio station and the name of the town that became
the first commercial broadcasting station in the United States.

Answer: KDKA, Pittsburgh

• - denotes tossed question
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75 points

77.63%

Question: What planet did Princess Dot's refrigerator head to after being jettisoned from the WB
death star?
Answer: Ratatouille (wi ll accept Ratouille cuz tough to pronounce)

2

78.95%

10 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6744 Please sing for us the final five syllables of this song.
Answer: And Pffft, You Were Gone (Where Pffft wou ld represent a razzberry.)

80.26%

3

20 points

Question: "Let an agent install your wireless network. It's simpler for you and weirldy fun for us."
Give us the telephone number as it is advertised for this business.
Answer: I 800 GEEK SQUAD

4

21.05%

35 points

Question: "Last month , one angry citizen threw out his e lbow while trying to golf on an empty
stomach." This sentence contains six words that share a common trait, according to
Wikipedia. What is that trait?
Answer: English words without rhymes (or something similar. The words are month, angry,
citizen, elbow, golf, empty)

51.32%

5

25 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #679 1 Who is this ex-presidential candidate? First and last name,
please.
Answer: Pat Paulson

100.00%

*

6

80 points

Question: Realizing that Eva needed a little bit of help, Igor took her to a Brain Wash. What were
the 4 Brain Wash specials Igor could choose from?
Answer: Saturday Night Massacre, Arsonist Scrub, Axe Murder W ash, Black Lung Bath

2.63%

7

40 points

Question: VISUAL TRIVIA #09 These five distinguished gentleman are seen here in an
advertisement for what product?
Answer: The Little Nature Library

85.53%

8

30 points

Question: According to the Harris Poll, this actor has been one of the top IO favorite actors for
years, sharing the spotlight with Denzel Washington, Tom Hanks and George Clooney.
The thing that sets this actor apart from the rest? He has been deceased for years. Please
give us the first and last name of this actor.
Answer: John Wayne OR Marion Morrison

84.21%

9

JO points

Question: What was the first sporting event to be shot on film?
Answer: boxing

* - denotes tossed question
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75 points

36.84%

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6763 Name the music group this audio track is from.
Answer: The Cramps

32.89%

2

10 points

Question: What is the name of the pool where the bettor picks the horses to come in first and
second?
Answer: pari-mutuel

84.21%

3

20 points

Question: Vicky, Selena, Chase and Rachel all had their chance to share their affections with what
screen playboy? First and last name, please.
Answer: Bruce Wayne

67.11%

4

45 points

Question: VISUAL TRJVIA #26 Nope this is not one of Jigsaw's games, and this instrument is
not out of a B horror movie, yet it was designed to help Hollywood actresses, believe it
or not. What was the name of this contraption and what well recognized cosmetic name
is associated with it?
Answer: Beauty Micrometer, Max Factor

77.63%

5

25 points

Question: In the TV movie "Aquaman," what was the name of the boat that Arthur used to fight
ecoterrorism?
Answer: Quint

9.2 1%

6

100 points

Question: AUDIO TRJVIA #67 13 According to the soundtrack of this extremely rare computer
game, this is the music that will be playing in elevators across the universe in a little
over 70 years. What was the intended name to this unreleased game?
Answer: Black Omen

63 . 16%

7

40 points

Question: VISUAL TRJVIA #03 This cake topper is part ofan ad campaign. Please give us the
slogan for this campaign and the cost minus tax if you were to purchase your very own
topper from their exclusive store.
Answer: "Everything's sexier in Paris", $69.99 (sixty nine dollars, ninety nine cents)

17.1 1%

8

45 points

Question: AUDIO TRJVIA #678 1 What are the three symbols shown during this preview?
Answer: electricity, radiation, biohazard

85.53%

9

JO points

Question: What John Wayne Vietnam War movie came out during the Vietnam War?
Answer: The Green Berets
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75 points

10.53%

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6778 Please give us the name of the movie this clip is from.
Answer: "From Beyond"

86.84%

2

10 points

Question: What is the song that Howard Wolowitz has on his phone as his ring tone when his
short lived girlfriend Stephanie Barnett calls?
Answer: She Blinded me with Science

46.05%

3

20 points

Question: In "The Bee Movie," Jerry Seinfeld has his children working as what?
Answer: Kid's Humor Consu ltants

28.95%

4

45 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6779 This is a television theme. Please give us the name of the show
you can hear it on .
Answer: "UFO"

57.89%

5

25 points

Question: According to the TV commercial, what unusual clause can be found in the fine print of
your T-Mobile contract?
Answer: No Dereks with Mustaches (Clause)

19.74%

6

JOO points

Question: From the movie "Coyote Ugly", please give us the first and last names of the eleven
cardboard cutouts.
Answer: Marilyn Monroe, Abraham Lincoln, Patrick Swayze, Bill C linton , James Dean, John
Kennedy, Fabio Lanzoni, Leonardo Decaprio, George Bush, Jenna Elfman and Dori s
Day

57.89%

7

25 points

Question: VISUAL TRIVIA # 18 Please give us the name of this band.
Answer: Slade

5.26%

8

30 points

Question: "Young Love on a Park Bench" is the theme of a trio of short ballet sequences set
against different backgrounds. What 3 backdrops were used for these ballet
performances?
Answer: London Bridge, Eiffel Tower, New York City Skyline

75 .00%

9

15 points

Question: What was Ray Stevens first novelty tune to make the charts?
Answer: Jeremiah Peabodys Polyunsaturated Quick Disso lving Fast Acting Pleasant Tasting
Green and Purple Pills
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40 points

43.42%

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6901 I can't believe I shaved my moustache for this! Name the tune
in this clip. Title and artist please.
Answer: Journey, "Faithfully"

57.89%

2

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6902 Say it isn't so! Are these two from Steams County? Name the
tune in this clip. Title and artist please.
Answer: White Stripes, "Fell in Love With a Girl"

21.05%

3

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6903 This poetic pirate has loved them all from Chicago to
Tennessee. Name the tune in this clip. Title and artist please.
Answer: Kenny Chesney, "Me and You"

51.32%

4

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6904 Walden wants a Valentine. Name the tune in this clip. Title
and artist please.
Answer: Bobby Darrin, "Dream Lover"

55 .26%

5

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6905 As heard in a Malheur County terminal , name the tune in this
clip. Title and artist please.
Answer: REO Speedwagon, "Keep on Lovin You"

23 .68%

6

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6906 A perfect song for a perfect dance with a perfect woman.
Name the tune in this clip. Title and artist please.
Answer: Percy Sledge, "Warm and Tender Love"

46.05%

7

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6907 We chose this for the bravest among you. Name the tune in
this clip. Title and artist please.
Answer: Taylor Swift, "Love Story"

67.11%

8

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6908 A lazy personal ad. Name the tune in this clip. Title and artist
please.
Answer: John (Cougar) Mellencamp, "I Need A Lover (That Won't Drive Me Crazy)"

44.74%

9

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6909 The DJ says trivia is game of easy come, easy go. Name the
tune in this clip. Title and artist please.
Answer: Poison, "Every Rose Has Its Thorn"
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55.26%

10

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6910 You'll go loco working on this one. Name the tune in this clip.
Title and artist please.
Answer: ZZ Top, "Tube Snake Boogie"

39.47%

11

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6911 Perhaps ... Sunday night? Name the tune in this clip. Title and
artist please.
Answer: R. Kelly, "Ignition"

6.58%

12

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #69 I 2 Who says classic country songs can't be a little naughty? Name
the tune in this clip. Title and artist please.
Answer: Charley Pride, "Hope You're Feeling Me (Like I'm Feeling You)"

77.63%

13

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6913 Pshhh ... Men ... Name the tune in this clip. Title and artist
please.
Answer: Bad Company, "Feel Like Makin' Love"

55.26%

14

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6914 How a Marine got his groove back. Name the tune in this clip.
Title and artist please.
Answer: Shaggy, "Mr. Bombastic"

14.47%

15

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6915 P.S. I Love You. Name the tune in this clip. Title and artist
please.
Answer: Isaac Hayes OR Chef, "Chocolate Salty Balls"

15.79%

16

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6916 Finally! A song about sex that the church would like. Name the
tune in this clip. Title and BOTH artists please.
Answer: Tim McGraw & Faith Hill, "Let's Make Love"

69.74%

17

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6917 Just when you thought these questions were getting easier,
WHAM! This happens. Name the tune in this clip . Title and artist please.
Answer: George Michael, "I Want Your Sex"

13.16%

18

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6918 Four-hundred-fifty-one SCSU students don't even know what a
Jezebel is. Name the tune in this clip. Title and artist please.
Answer: Shake a Hamster Band OR Jeff Engholm, "Whore of Babylon"
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100 points

2.63%

Question: According to the print ad, what 6 things would you have nightmares about if you were a

man not insured with The Travelers?
Answer: Murder - Circular Saw - Run Over - Drowned - Orange Peel - Fell Down Stairs

9.21%

2

15 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6735 What new fangled answer service is this man touting?
Answer: Chacha

86.84%

3

20 points

Question: According to the American Express ad 'My Life, My Card,' what movie is Tiger Woods

favorite?
Answer: Caddyshack

52.63%

4

35 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6795 Please give us the first and last name of the musician playing

this song.
Answer: Jerry Reed

9.21%

5

40 points

Question: An astrophysicist is a scientist who studies the make-up of the stars. In a 1959 issue of

Treasure Chest comics there is a certain astrophysicist who created a super galaxial
drive that allows us to travel to other stars and galaxies. What was his last name?
Answer: Ney

28.95%

6

100 points

Question: What are the first and last names of the 6 members of the band known as "Marvin's

Dead Beats"?
Answer: Russ Crandall, Lenny Druss, Sam Porfirio, Patrick Ferrari, Harold Siegel, Clay

Campbell
36.84%

7

40 points

Question: What movie's taglines included "The Deadliest Trap on Earth"?
Answer: The Maze

86.84%

8

50 points

Question: What song did Paula Abdul tell the world on "American Idol" that she danced her very

first ballet recital to?
Answer: Moon River

90.79%

9

15 points

Question: What video won the "Most Adorable" video in the 1st Annual YouTube awards?
Answer: "Kiwi"
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60 points

2.63%

Question: The movie "The Running Man" starred Arnold Schwarzenegger as The Running Man
in the television show "The Running Man" . Who were the art directors for the
television show?
Answer: Red G. Bleu (and) Primary Colors

65.79%

2

15 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6776 This man's date is going badly. In which movie can you see
this scene?
Answer: "Hot Rod"

93.42%

3

20 points

Question: Tennessee Top Hat, Kentucky Waterfall and the Camaro Crash Helmet are all nick
names for what hair style?
Answer: Mullet

22.37%

4

45 points

Question: VISUAL TRIVIA #22 This guy is there to greet you on a daily basis if you have the
ri ght cents . What is the name of thi s cute baker?
Answer: Eddie

57.89%

5

25 points

Question: Name the 2007 film that finishes with a Theater Assistant Manager cleaning up after
the credits.
Answer: The Simpson's Movie

42.11 %

6

65 points

Question: Two cities, one in Mississippi and one in North Carolina, are named after a famous
phrase whose roots can be traced back to a sketch used on the Steve Allen show. Please
give us the name of the character who introduced this catch phrase to the world.
Answer: Congressman Dudley (real name was Dayton Allen, the phrase was Why Not?)

50.00%

7

25 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6749 What two main characte rs has this high profi le Hollywood
figure played in the Little House franchise?
Answer: Laura Ingalls (or Laura Ingalls-Wilder) and Caroline Ingalls (or Ma Ingalls)

88. 16%

8

30 points

Question: In the pages of the book "How to Have Sex in the Woods", there are a list of laws
pertaining to love. One of them states that in a town approximately 70 miles fro m St.
C loud, it is against the law to have sexual intercourse with your wife if your breath
smells like one of three things. What three things?
Answer: garlic, onions, sardines

85.53%

9

15 points

Question: What fictional character wrote the best selling semi-auto-biographical book "Who
Moved my Nuts?"
Answer: Simon (Chipmunk)
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65 points

11.84%

Question: Miss New Jersey was forced to drop out of the Miss United States pageant because of
her role in the movie "Arma Get It On". What you didn't see was Agent Hart and Agent
Matthews confronting Miss New Jersey and bringing to light her role in another adult
film. What was the name of that film?
Answer: Rebel Cheerleader

85.53%

2

15 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6789 Who is singing this song? First and last name, please.
Answer: Martin Mull

18.42%

3

20 points

Question: Before befriending her four legged friend in a grocery store, Opal had been playing
softball by herself and her baseball cap had the letter "W" on it. What team did Opal
used to pitch for?
Answer: Watley Wildcats

57.89%

4

35 points

Question: Who was voted "Maid of the Month" by American Elegance Magazine?
Answer: Hazel Burke

90. 79%

5

40 points

Question: What is the name of the television episode that challenged viewers to solve the murder
of Senator Martin Hastings?
Answer: A Vote for Murder

72.37%

6

75 points

Question : AUDIO TRIVIA #6771 This man is about to have an unexpected encounter. Please
give us the name of the movie.
Answer: "Evil Aliens"

56.58%

7

40 points

Question: There is a twenty two year age difference between these artists, but only an eight year
difference in the same song they sang when it went to number I, which happened to be
a first. What was the name of the song?
Answer: Go Away Little Girl

9.21%

8

50 points

Question: TV's Bill Hoffman sneaks into his ex-wife's house to steal back the mattress that he
loves. According to Bill, what kind of mattress is it? Please be complete.
Answer: Whisper Soft Imperial with Zero Motion Transfer

73.68%

9

15 points

Question: What is the name of the fictional disorder characterized by dementia, the murder
impulse and an irrational fear of natural fibers?
Answer: Cokies (Disorder)
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65 points

57.89%

Question: What movie was billed as "Written, Produced and Directed to scare the daylights out of
you!"?
Answer: The Four Skulls of Jonathan Drake

72.37%

2

15 points

Question: According to an ad for match dot com, user Brody JOO likes what?
Answer: peanut butter, jelly (and) egg sandwiches

32.89%

3

20 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6746 In order, name everything found to be causing this electronic
device's malfunction.
Answer: "Hat, Hammer, Hom, House, Hamburger, Hamster"

63.16%

4

35 points

Question: What animated Princess has animal helpers named Pixie, Sparkle, Beauty and Shine?
Answer: Lady Lovelylocks

31.58%

5

30 points

Question: VISUAL TRJVIA #05 The lady seen in this ad is handing out treats on Halloween.
Please give us the name of the tasty treat, what it was originally called, and the first and
last name of the person credited for the invention of the treat.
Answer: Dubble Bubble Gum, Blibber Blabber, Frank Fleer

0.00%

6

65 points

Question: Time for a history question . What fictional person won the Nobel Prize for Culinary
Invention in 1804? First and last name please.
Answer: Pepe Pasquale

2.63 %

7

35 points

Question: What is the first and last name of the 14 year old winner of the I0th Annual VFW
National Marble Tournament?
Answer: Richard Austin

68.42%

8

30 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6705 Please give us the real name of the colorful superhero
associated with this clip.
Answer: Jethro Dumont

93.42%

9

15 points

Question: What famous event took place in "The Va ll ey ofElah" in biblical times?
Answer: (battle of) David and Gol iath
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65 points

71.05%

80.26%

78.95%

32.89%

61.84%

32.89%

92.11 %

44.74%

94.74%

Question: What is the first and last name of the actor that starred in "Lease the Movie" and
graduated from Iowa University with a double major of theater and world languages?
Answer: Gary Johnston

2

15 points

Question: We all know that comic book histories are constantly rewritten but this one holds true
no matter what version you hear. What was the crime persona the Joker bad prior to
taking a swim in chemicals that changed his face and hair forever?
Answer: Red Hood

3

20 points

Question: Everyone get out your Totally 80's Trivial Pursuit board game by Parker Brothers.
Along with a Care Bear, a Trapper Keeper and a speedy looking computer there is a CD
game piece. What is the title of this disc and the band that recorded it?
Answer: Temporrnental Heaven - Skinny Tiez

4

35 points

Question: This fun to make, easy to bake cookie book has twelve recipes, one for a day in each
month. What kind of cookies do you learn to make for Independence Day?
Answer: Three Color Sugar Cookies

5

30 points

Question: Look really hard at this year's trivia poster. The guy looks familiar, doesn't he? Other
than this head, there are four others you could choose from to build your own posable
paper doll. Please tell us the names of those four heads.
Answer: Garthe Knight, Knight Rider, Nick Fury Hoff, Sporty Hoff

6

100 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6761 Please recite the first and last names of these Minnesota
storytellers and tell us the event at which they all shared a stage last December.
Answer: Rick Reppe, Ci Ci Cooper, Dave Monde, Allegra Lingo, Rob Callahan; Festive
Indigestion (or In The Loop Story Slam)

7

25 points

Question: The Deathly Hallows consisted of3 items. What were they?
Answer: The Resunection Stone, The Elder Wand, The Invisibility Cloak

8

50 points

Question: When fictional character Russell Terziak drops by the Larson house, what is written on
the jacket he is wearing?
Answer: Big Heat

9

15 points

Question: What is Todd Davis's Social Security Number?
Answer: 457-55 -5462
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70 points

10.53%

Question: Sam Cosgrove, a fictional United States Army private who served somewhere in Korea
back in 1953, used to send letters home to his sweetheart and sign them "your everlovin husband-to-be". What was her first name?
Answer: Gertrude

89.47%

2

15 points

Question : "Love that Jill" starred Anne Jeffreys and Robert Sterling. What other television show
had these two actors appeared together in?
Answer: Topper

93.42%

3

20 points

Question: What is the name of the movie that is "now showing" on the cover of the Holiday 2008
Lego catalog?
Answer: The 50 Year Brick

96.05%

4

35 points

Question: What holiday was Chewbacca's family celebrating in the "Star Wars Christmas
Special?"
Answer: Life Day

88.16%

5

25 points

Question: VISUAL TRIVIA #21 This female group had fun spoofing a well known Herb Albert
album. Please give us the name of this group and the name of their album.
Answer: The Frivolous Five, Sour Cream and other Delights

82.89%

6

100 points

Question: AUDIO TR IVI A #6762 The piece heard here was an adaptation of one of Johan
Sebastian Bachs works. The title of this piece suggests it cou ld also be talking about an
outdoor strip club. What is the name of this piece?
Answer: Air on the G String

6.58%

7

40 points

Question: What is the name of the fictional bank used by Earl Hickey?
Answer: Eagle America Bank

11 .84%

8

50 points

Question: What flick was touted as "More Horrifying than Frankenstein! More Terrifying than
Dracula!"
Answer: Terror is a Man

96.05%

9

15 points

Question: This Iron Lady entered the political arena 30 years ago this year and was elected for
three consecutive terms to her office. Please give us her first and last name.
Answer: Margaret Thatcher
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250 points

7.89%

Question: Here's an audio question for you. It's called "Love Stink" and you've already heard it
during this contest. Hopefully you recorded it, because we want you to give us the artist
and titles of each song used during this latest Goat Posse infomercial, whether
mentioned or not. Good luck and remember, when the artist is an individual, first and
last name please.
Answer: All Out of Love - Air Supply; Bump N' Grind - R. Kelly; Do Me! - Bel Biv DeVoe;
Hello - Lionel Ritchie; I'd Do Anything For Love (But I Won't Do That) - Meat Loaf; I
Touch Myself- (the) Divinyls; [ Will Always Love You - Whitney Houston; Love Fool
- (the) Cardigans; Love Stinks - J. Geils Band; More Than Words - Extreme; Love
Theme from St. Elmo's Fire - David Foster; Right Here Waiting - Richard Marx; Top
Gun Anthem - Steve Stevens(&) Harold Faltermeyer; When a Man Loves a Woman Michael Bolton

67.11%

2

15 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6701 What is the name of the band who has been to all these places?
Answer: The Gomers

92. 11 %

3

20 points

Question: One of the costars in this 1903 movie is a talking hare, but you won't hear the hare here.
The plight of the girl is to follow the rabbit, not the hare, but she doesn't know where.
What is the name of this movie?
Answer: Alice In Wonderland

50.00%

4

35 points

Question: What was the first and last name of the private investigator who found Jed Clampetts
claim of black gold suspicious?
Answer: Brian Gordon

46.05%

5

35 points

Question: What is the first and last name of the actress who played the TV newspaper columnist
who gave advice to the romantically challenged in the column "Dear Maggie" ?
Answer: Cloris Leachman

7.89%

6

100 points

Question: Please give us the first and last name of the now local seamstress who worked on Kate
Capshaw's harem outfit for "Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom".
Answer: Carol Cooley (KVSC's Own)

61.84%

7

25 points

Question: This ad stated that the fig was worshipped and used as an energy food for the Greeks
during times of training in ancient days. It then says that this was "pretty smart" for
guys who wore what?
Answer: Sheets

13 .16%

8

30 points

Question: TV's Howard Newly received a shiny hatchet as a 20th Anniversary gift from his
coworkers. What was inscribed on the hatchet?
Answer: The Cluck Stops Here

90.79%

9

15 points

Question: What is the inscription found on the inside of Kerri Walsh's wedding ring?
Answer: 6 Feet of Sunshine

'
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250 points

7.89%

Question: VISUAL TRIVIA #30 Time for math runaround! Using the standard mathematical
order of operations, here is the question: A times B plus C times D plus E times F. To
figure out A, take the year each movie in the visual was released in United States
theatres and add them up. To get you started, the movie pictured on the far right in the
second row from the top was released in 1974. B is the difference in years, from the
newest US movie release pictured in the visual to the oldest US movie release pictured
in the visual. C is the zip code of the United States town the sixth youngest actress
PICTURED in the visual was born in.Dis the number of motion pictures in this visual
that were nominated for an oscar for best picture. E is the 83rd prime number in the
ascending list of prime numbers. To figure out F, add the current age, in years, of the
only living actor pictured in the visua l that was born on Valentines Day to the current
age, in years, of the only living actress pictured in the visual who was born on January
14th. Once you have come up with that number, pick up your phone and dial 1815 and
that number and tell us the name of the business you will reach on the other end.
Answer: Sent With Kisses

78.95%

2

15 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6743 ln this farewell address, outgoing president Eisenhower coined
what now well-known term for the arms industry?
Answer: Military Industrial Complex

84.21 %

3

20 points

Question: What character was created by Charlton comics to cash in on the popu larity of Casper
the Friendly Ghost?
Answer: Timmy (the Timid Ghost)

61.84%

4

40 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6788 Sadly, Betty Page passed away recently. What project is this a
preview for?
Answer: "Teaserama"

93.42%

5

25 points

Question: In the movie "Team America," among the many songs featured, one tells us how much
freedom costs. What is the cost? Please be specific.
Answer: A buck o five

56.58%

6

100 points

Question: What is the name of the only drive in movie in the Saturday morning fictional town of
Northeast Southwestern?
Answer: Dirk.in Farbs Starlight (emporium)

85.53%

7

25 points

Question: The Albino character in the "Venture Brothers" series was a college disc-jockey. What
was his show called?
Answer: the White Room

90.79%

8

30 points

Question: VISUAL TRIVIA #27 This letter carrier has been entertaining British tots for over 27
years, so what we would like to know is the first and last name of this Postman and the
name of his black and white cat.
Answer: Pat Clifton, Jess

94.74%
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9

15 points

Question: The first toilet ever seen on television was on what show?
Answer: Leave It To Beaver
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250 points

3.95%

Question: VISUAL TRIVIA #10 Here's looking at you kid. What is the first and last name of the
fellow shown?
Answer: Dan Gerber

7 1.05%

2

15 points

Question: According to Martina McBride, what is Will's favorite song?
Answer: Hey Jude

90.79%

3

20 points

Question: There are 3 people named James Robinson who showed up on the United States
Government "airline terrorist watch list". What are their occupations?
Answer: attorney, pilot, kid OR student

57.89%

4

35 points

Question: While Homer is watching the ESPY awards on TV, he gets to see Lance Armstrong and
Fozzi bear presenting what prestigious award?
Answer: Right Guard Keeping Cool Under Pressure (Award)

3.95%

5

40 points

Question: What can Brown do for you? In the climactic ending with big screen characters Tim
and Ario, we see them escaping in a brown delivery truck . What is the complete name
of the service shown on this brown truck?
Answer: Pacific Coast Parcel Company

10.53%

6

100 points

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6772 What movie is this clip from and what is the title of the book
she is shown reading?
Answer: NBT OR Never Been Thawed, Why am I Dancing Alone

57.89%

7

25 points

Question: What movie opens with an atomic explosion wh ile a l 950's crooner sang "Ac-cent- tchu-ate the Positive?"
Answer: Blast from the Past

0.00%

8

40 points

Question: In the movie "Hotel for Dogs," what two characters are mentioned immediately
following the music cred its?
Answer: Aquaman, (the) Flash

88. 16%

9

15 points

Question: What is the name of A lan Shore's favorite chi ldhood wrestler?
Answer: Ch ief J. Strongbow
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250 points

2.63%

Question: AUDIO TRIVIA #6714 Released in 2007, this book was inspired by an independent
album released in 2004 by a 40 plus year veteran of the music world. For 250 points,
please give us the last two lines in the story.
Answer: "This time there was no use praying for a miracle. God was fresh out."

94.74%

2

20 points

Question: What is the main ingredient in roast beef?
Answer: beef(any answer will do)

96.05%

3

20 points

Question: The wench wants to know what you think is under Gypsy's kilt?
Answer: any answer

96.05%

4

20 points

Question: Since KVSC is "The Sound Alternative", please call in and tell us your favorite
"Alternative".
Answer: Any answer

97.37%

5

20 points

Question: Please call in and tell us what you would do with Gary Zimmerman if you found
yourself alone with him in your bedroom.
Answer: Any Answer

93.42%

6

20 points

Question: Love is a four letter word. Please give us your favorite four letter word.
Answer: any answer

97.37%

7

20 points

Question: The hamsters want to know if a chicken and a half can lay an egg and a half in a day
and a half, how long does it take a monkey with a wooden leg to kick the seeds out of a
dill pickle?
Answer: 2 (or any answer, for that matter)

94.74%

8

20 points

Question: Please tell us the name you would like your favorite phone bank worker to use next
year.
Answer: Any answer

93.42%

9

20 points

Question: Fill in the blank: You Love the trivia question writers
because___________?
Answer: Any Answer
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· Tuesday, February 17, 2009 10:16 AM

Subject: FW: T-shirts
Date: Tuesday, February'17, 2009 10:16AM
From: Jo N!cMullen-Boyer <jlmcmullen@stcloudstate.edu>
To: fdsfd

From: Gullickson, James E [mailto:james.gullickson@mnsu.edu]

Sent: Monday, February 16, 2009 3:17 PM
To: Gray, James W.

Subject: T-shirts
Hey Mr. G_ray,
What a blast it was to carry the Trivia Weekend! Thanks for being the ".man with the plan". f
really want to thank you, too, for making sure your announcers acknowledged KMSU on the
broadcast. J trust both our listeners and yours were h_
ip to the fact that this was a collaborative
effort, and one that we fully expect to do again next year, if you guys are willing. I think we'll
have some actual team participation next year, too, now that our audience gets how the game
is played. I was particularly impressed with how listenable the broadcast was, from a pure
entertainment standpoint. Great job from your volunteers and staff!
Hope you're recovering from all the fun!
Jim "Gully" Gullickson
General Manager
KMSU Radio
Alumni & Foundation Center
1536 Warren Street, Suite 205
AF 205
Minnesota State University
Mankato, MN 56001
Ph: (507) 389-5678
Fax: (507) 389-1705
Mobile: (507) 381-1499
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Thursday, January 22, 2009 8:5 7 AM

Subject: burbank picture
Date: Wednesday, January 21, 2009 10:47 PM
From: Rebecca Baker <rb45@sonic.net>
Reply-To: <rb45@sonic.net>
To: KVSC Radio kvsc@stcloudstate .edu

Hi guys:
Heard about your trivia contest when some folks asked me about the
Burbank, Ford, Edison , etc picture in your visual clues. I swear I won't
tell anybody but I'd like to know the source of the image for our
knowledge.
We are a reposititory of Burbank info.
Rebecca Baker
Volunteer Archivist/Historian
Luther Burbank Home & Gardens
www.lutherburbank.org
rb45@sonic.net or lhall@srcity.org (if you want an "official" email .•
address)
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Tuesday, February 17, 2009 B:56 AM

Subject: Playing Trivia in Austin, MN
Date: Sunday, February 15, 2009 4:41 PM
From: Rusty Dawkins <ra_dawkins@yahoo.com>
To: KVSC Radio kvsc@stcloudstate;edu

KVSC,
Thank you so much for havingThe Maverick broadcasting the XXX Trivia this

year!
Rusty Dawkins and Melanie Bloom
ABC6 News_KAAL-TV
Austin, MN _

= - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --==
Subject: phone lines not working
Date: Friday, February 13, 2009 5:11 PM
From: Melissa McConnell
To: McMullen,
L. jlmcmullen@stcloudstate.edu

Jo

Hey guys, the phone lines aren't working to call in answers

Subject: trivia
Date: Friday, F e ~
From: Rhonda.............,
To: KVSC Radio kvsc@stcloudstate.edu

trivia phones lines not working! help!!!
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